
Libel in the Media: A Reporter's
Perspective

by Tracy A. Thompson*

A fellow reporter recently attached a press release about an opinion
poll to the office bulletin board. "Journalists take note," he wrote across
the top. Below, a paragraph circled in red reported that a sizeable per-
centage of the public would vote to repeal the first amendment if given
the chance.

Last year, the Los Angeles Times polled approximately 3,000 persons at
random and found that sixty-five percent believed newspapers were doing
a "very good" job.1 But nearly forty percent held the opinion that the
news media abuses the right to free speech and almost half thought that
libel suits were valuable because they made reporters "more careful."'
One person in three believed that government officials should be allowed
to stop reporters from publishing or broadcasting a story that the govern-
ment thinks is inaccurate.$

Those somewhat inconsistent findings reflect the wary eye with which
the public has always regarded journalists, those cheerful bearers of typi-
cally bad tidings. One conclusion, however, gets no argument from those
of us in the news business: an increasing threat of defamation lawsuits is
indeed making us more cautious.

Some of the results are good. Journalists are increasingly sophisticated
about libel issues, and there is an increasing sense of responsibil-
ity-often to the point of puritan soberness-to the officials whose pec-
cadillos we publicize. The threat of litigation has stripped us of some of
our post-Watergate arrogance: General William Westmoreland may have
dropped his lawsuit, but currently even Mike Wallace looks a bit
subdued.
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Sometimes we forget, however, that the United States is an island out-
post in a world of repression and propaganda. Lately it seems as if some
of our seawalls are growing dangerously fragile. Two cases which are now
on appeal in the federal courts offer an enlightening commentary on cur-
rent legal attitudes toward the press."

In Tavoulareas v. Piro,' a three-judge panel upheld a two-million-dol-
lar damage award against the Washington Post in a defamation lawsuit
filed by Mobil Oil president William Tavoulareas and his son, Peter. The
panel held that public-figure plaintiffs could use the Washington Post's
reputation for putting pressure on its reporters "to come up with 'holy
shit' stories," high-impact investigative pieces exposing wrongdoing, to
help establish actual malice.

In response to a subsequent petition for rehearing en banc,9 the panel
dealt briskly with protests by the Washington Post's attorneys that such
a standard would make the pursuit of difficult stories a high-risk occupa-
tion.10 The panel stated that the argument "[sought] to equate our hold-
ing on this point with a general disparagement of investigative journal-
ism. The equation is false, unless one thinks that investigative journalism
cannot be distinguished from irresponsible sensationalism."" The case is
now awaiting a ruling from the full appeals court.

In Falwell v. Flynt,12 a three-judge panel of the Court of Appeals for
the Fourth Circuit affirmed a two-hundred-thousand-dollar judgment
against Hustler magazine publisher Larry Flynt in a lawsuit filed by the
Reverend Jerry Falwell.1s

Flynt, who has cultivated a reputation for outrageousness, achieved
new heights in his endeavor in a November 1983 Hustler advertisement
parody that purported to describe Reverend Falwell, the Moral Majority
leader, as a drunken, incestuous degenerate.1

4 Falwell, who turned the ad-
vertisement to his advantage in a fund-raising campaign, responded with
a forty-five-million-dollar lawsuit alleging libel, invasion of privacy, and

4. Tavotilareas v. Piro, 759 F.2d 90, reh'g en bane granted, 763 F.2d 1472 (D.C. Cir.
1985); Falwell v. Flynt, 797 F.2d 1270 (4th Cir.), reh'g en bane denied, 805 F.2d 484 (4th
Cir. 1986), cert. granted, 55 U.S.L.W. 3661 (Mar. 30, 1987) (No. 86-1278).

5. 759 F.2d 90, reh'g en banc granted, 763 F.2d 1472 (D.C. Cir. 1985).
6. 759 F.2d at 137.
7. Id. at 121.
8. Id.
9. 763 F.2d 1472 (D.C. Cir. 1985).

10. Id. at 1478-79.
11. Id. at 1479.
12. 797 F.2d 1270 (4th Cir.), reh'g en bane denied, 805 F.2d 484 (4th Cir. 1986), cert.

granted, 55 U.S.L.W. 3661 (Mar. 30, 1987) (No. 86-1278).
13. Id. at 1278.
14. Id. at 1272.
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intentional infliction of emotional distress.1'
The trial judge threw out the invasion of privacy count and the jury

concluded that Hustler had committed no libel because no reasonable
reader would have believed that the parody was a statement of fact.16

Then, however, the jury awarded Falwell a total of two hundred thousand
dollars on his claim for intentional infliction of emotional distress. The
court of appeals upheld the decision that a public figure's failure to col-
lect damages for libel does not prevent him from recovering for hurt
feelings."'

The court reached that conclusion by drawing a parallel between the
formula announced in New York Times v. Sullivan" for proving actual
malice-knowing falsity or reckless disregard for the truthsq-and the
four elements of intentional infliction of emotional distress under Virginia
law: intentional or reckless conduct that is outrageous, and which is the
proximate cause of the plaintiff's severe emotional distress."

Tavoulareas and Falwell should be troubling to working journalists be-
cause they use subjective standards that masquerade as ironclad princi-
ples. The results, if the decisions stand, could be disturbing.

The Tavoulareas court's disdain for the competitive ethos at the Wash-
ington Post is clear. Competition, however, is the lifeblood of the news
business, a fact that sometimes blurs the line between investigative jour-
nalism and irresponsible sensationalism. The difference was apparently
easy for the court to spot in Tavoulareas, but I suspect that the court
would be hard pressed to formulate a legal standard that distinguishes
the two. The same difficulty would face trial judges seeking to apply the
Tavoulareas precedent-not exactly a reassuring prospect for any investi-
gative reporter sitting at the defendant's table.

Just as investigative journalism is sometimes in the eye of the beholder,
so is outrageousness. Terry Mead, a Phoenix, Arizona libel attorney who
is an expert on suing media for emotional distress, is not particularly con-
cerned about the impact of the Falwell case. A reporter's words would
have to be extreme indeed, he believes, to qualify as even potentially
'outrageous.'"2

At the same time, Mead has documented a small but significant in-
crease in the number of defamation lawsuits that include a claim for emo-

15. Id. at 1272-73.
16. Id. at 1273.
17. Id.
18. Id. at 1276.
19. 376 U.S. 254 (194).
20. Id. at 279-80.
21. Womack v, Eldridge, 2!5 '!_ 325, 21 SE.2d 145, 14 jIF14).
22. Interview with Terrence C. Mead (Sept 4, 1986).
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tional distresss--a fact which makes some lawyers and journalists fear
that what is not 'outrageous' to one jury may seem so to another. More-
over, the lesson provided by Falwell-that it is possible to lose a libel
claim but still recover money-is not going to be lost on future public-
figure plaintiffs.

The Falwell case may illustrate that hard cases can make bad law.
Larry Flynt hardly epitomizes the journalistic ideal for which I strive, and
few of us in the business are going to lose sleep worrying that Flynt may
have to write a two hundred thousand dollar check to the Reverend
Falwell. Moreover, the case will probably not greatly affect most working
reporters, who deal in the currency of hard facts. But its precedent might
come back to haunt critics, editorialists, cartoonists or other purveyors of
opinion who could be vulnerable to such multipronged lawsuits. As it is,
Gary Trudeau might think twice the next time he so capably lampoons
the Reverend Pat Robertson.

The opinions in Tavoulareas and Falwell reflect different responses to
the perceived arrogance of the press, and both conclude that the press
must occasionally pay for that arrogance. In both cases, however, courts
are indulging in overkill. The heroic days when two intrepid newspaper
reporters saved the Republic from Richard Nixon are gone. Few of us
dare to think we are Woodward and Bernstein any more.

The year that marked the evolution from post-Watergate hubris to pre-
sent-day skittishness was 1979, when the Supreme Court ruled in Herbert
v. Lando24 that it is permissible to inquire into a reporter's state of mind
when he prepared a story25 It is simply human nature for a reporter on
the trail of a corrupt public official to vent an opinion over a beer with
colleagues in the neighborhood tavern on a Friday night. Doing so today,
however, is dangerous because every public utterance may someday be
repeated for the edification of a jury.

There are other signs of editorial defensiveness in the nation's
newsrooms:

First, since 1982, the Boston Globe has employed an attorney, Sal Mic-
ciche, in the newsroom full time to answer questions about potential
trouble spots in stories and to conduct periodic libel workshops for
reporters.

Second, the cost of libel insurance is going up. As reported recently in
the Columbia Journalism Review,26 rates are not only rising in the wake

23. Mead, Suing Media for Emotional Distress: A Multi-Method Analysis of Tort Law
Evaluation 23 WAsHsURN L.J. 24 (1983).

24. 441 U.S. 153 (1979).
25. Id. at 160.
26. Massing, Libel Insurance: Scrambling for Coverage, COLUM. JOURNALIsM Rav., Jan.-

Feb. 1986, at 35.
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of the Westmoreland and Sharon trials,"7 but some insurance companies
are revising policies to make newspapers pay a percentage of all costs
above the deductible-a step that puts pressure on newspapers to settle
even frivolous lawsuits before legal fees can mount.

Third, learning from painful experience, including that of the Washing-
ton Post in Tavoulareas, it has become increasingly common for editors
to promulgate informal policies that ban critical interoffice memoranda
on stories in progress, because such memoranda could be used against the
newspaper later in court. Not one editor with whom I spoke at the St.
Petersburg Times, the Macon Telegraph and News, the Boston Globe and
the Nashville Tennessean, however, said that he would post those policies
on the office bulletin board, since written policies also can be used against
the newspaper-especially if they were not followed. s

Fourth, newsrooms have no consistent policies on the perennial ques-
tion of whether reporters should keep their notes. This reflects an insolu-
ble conflict between the fear of litigation and the record keeping needs of
investigative reporting.

"The only notes I'm concerned about are the ones that could be sub-
poenaed," said St. Petersburg Times managing editor Mike Foley. "The
other notes will serve to make our case."

Rick Thomas, editor of the Macon Telegraph and News, however,
leaves that question up to his reporters. "All I want them to do is be
consistent. . .. If they have a three-year supply of notes stored away in
their closet at home, I would hope that the notes for the story we get sued
over don't turn up missing.""0

Some newsrooms have responded less defensively to the threat of libel
suits. By putting more emphasis on how they handle complaints, editors
hope that they can defuse the angry reader who might otherwise sue out
of sheer frustration. A recently implemented policy at the Macon Tele-
graph and News requires that all complaints, no matter how insignificant,
be relayed to someone in management.

As it is, the irate subject of a news story often calls the reporter di-
rectly, only to get a brusque response from someone who is hoping that if
he ignores a complaint, it will go away. Perhaps reporters are just callous
or perhaps the brush-off is due to an often overlooked aspect of li-
bel-that is, the plaintiff's reputation is not the only one at stake. The

27. Westmoreland v. CBS, Inc., 596 F. Supp. 1170 (S.D.N.Y.), aff'd, 752 F.2d 16 (2d Cir.
1984) (denying summary judgment); Sharon v. Time, Inc., 599 F. Supp. 538 (S.D.N.Y. 1984).

28. Interviews with M. Foley, Managing Editor, St. Petersburg Times (Sept. 9, 1986); R.
Thomas, Editor, Macon Telegraph & News; S. Micciche, Boston Globe (Sept. 4, 1986); W.
Whitt, Nashville Tennesean (Sept. 9, 1986).

29. Interview with M. Foley, Managing Fditor, St. Petersbug Times (5evt. 9, 1986.
30. Interview with R. Thomas, Editor, Macon Telegraph & News (Sept. 8, 1986).
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mere threat of a libel suit can be the first indication that a reporter has
done something wrong, a serious matter to those of us whose livelihoods,
like those of doctors and lawyers, depend primarily upon our reputations.

The parallel is a good one. It sums up the reactions precipitated in the
news business in an era characterized by hostile juries and the constant
threat of libel. Like doctors and lawyers, reporters can be hurt as much
by frivolous lawsuits as by justified ones. Like doctors and lawyers, we
take reasonable precautions and do our best not to make mistakes.

Like doctors and lawyers, we make our superstitious obeisance to
luck-chanting the mantra, 'truth is an absolute defense'-even though
we know that there is little to protect us from the determined or vengeful
plaintiff. Then we go to work and try not to think about it. We react, in
short, just the way you would expect us to.


